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FOREWORD
The special education of children with mental retardation has come

a long way at the turn of the century. From the total rejection from
school system in the pre-independence India, movement towards
acceptance of children with mental retardation in education stream
with various educational provisions is an achievement in recent years. It

is well known that the earlier efforts towards education of mentally
retarded persons were predominantly voluntary efforts teaching them
by trial and error methods. Today there are a number of special schools
with qualified special educators, training children with mental retardation
in India. Pre-independence India had less than 10 schools for mentally
retarded children while after 50 years of Independence we have over 850
special schools in the country which is a great achievement. When the
schools increased and the programmes were to be provided, dearth of
qualified special teachers was felt as a major requirement. The National

Institute for the Mentally Handicapped has taken up on priority, the
generation of manpower in the form of special teachers to reach out to
the children with mental retardation in special schools.
The qualified special teachers still had problems of acquiring the
right kind of materials and resource manuals for reference and assistance

as they were working in the field. The initial efforts on developing

materials for training parents was not sufficient to assist classroom
teachers in teaching academics to children with mental retardation. It is
also a fact that the academic content for children with mental retardation

is not the same as the children with other disabilities because of the
limited intellectual capacity of the retarded children.
Therefore, the curriculum has to be absolutely functional and activity
oriented which demands considerable time and effort from the teachers.

Further, learning functional academic skills for children with mental
retardation is necessary for independent living and successful employment.

Many mentally retarded individuals can earn and contribute to their
families if they are trained suitably in various tasks which are functional
and need based.
Taking into account the above facts, this book "Functional academics
for students with mental retardation - A guide for teachers" has been
developed which contain information and know-how of teaching functional
academics including functional reading, writing and arithmetic to children

with mental retardation. It also gives tips to teachers on how to give
certain skills for those who cannot read and write and yet be functioning
competently in the society. This book is the first of its kind in the country
geared towards teaching functional academics and it is a good reference
book not only for teachers of the mentally retarded persons but for all
those who work with people with mental retardation.

Date: 29th June, 1998

D. K. MANAVALAN)

Secretary
Government of India
Ministry of Social
Justice & Empowerment

New Delhi

PREFACE
The National Institute for the Mentally Handicapped was
established by the Central Government in the year 1984 with the
objective to promote human resource development in the field of
mental retardation. During the first decade, the Institute concentrated
on developing materials and manuals for professionals, parents and

general public. As of today, the Institute has more than sixty
publications to its credit which are used by the professionals all over
the country.
During the year 1994, one of the projects taken up by the Institute

was "Development of resource materials for teaching persons with
mental retardation". The objective of this project was to develop
teaching learning materials specifically to teach persons with mental
retardation keeping in view the current teaching strategies. As a part
of the project the Institute has brought out workbooks and flipbooks
for teaching, reading, writing and arithmetic. In addition, twelve units
of learning materials were developed to teach reading, writing, number,
time and money concepts. All the materials and workbooks have been
field tested and found to be useful. The material can be used in wide

variety of situations such as special school, special class in a regular
school and inclusive education set up in general schools for children
with mental retardation and slow learners.
The field of special education has grown rapidly during the past
two decades. Significant initiatives have been taken in our country
for supporting special schools and integrated education programmes.
Experience has shown that continuing education is necessary to keep
the teacher abreast with latest developments in the field. Orientation
courses and short term courses are also required for learning specific
strategies and use of learning materials for effectively training children

with mental retardation. NIMH conducts nearly forty short term
courses. The principals and teachers are welcome to attend any of the

short term courses listed in the calendar of activities for the given
academic year.
This Guide for teachers on functional academics brought out by
the Institute is designed to train children with mental retardation and
slow learners in special school and general school settings. The guide
gives steps for systematic training for developing functional literacy.
This guide when used in combination with other materials brought
out by the Institute is expected to serve as tools which a teacher can

use in daily teaching programmes. Learning materials have been
designed to promote active interaction between the learner and the
teacher. This guide for teachers is the first of its kind brought out by
the Institute for facilitating teachers in implementing individualised
as well as group instruction in the classroom. The users are most
welcome to send their comments and feedback on the Guide, the
learning materials and workbooks. We at NIMH will be happy to
incorporate the changes if required. It is hoped that children with
mental retardation will enjoy the learning environment and become
part of the mainstream.

Dated August 4, 1998

Dr. D. K. MENON
Directoi NIAIH

Just a moment.......
Eradication of illiteracy has been the priority goal of the

World in recent years. Education For All by 2000 AD is a
Declaration of UNESCO towards whjch all nations are working
with enthusiasm and commitment. Needless to say, education
for all includes children with special needs. Literacy skills of
the mentally retarded individuals are not the same as children
with other special needs due to the limited intellectual capacity.

However, mentally retarded individuals can use literacy and
numeracy skills to some extent which are application oriented if
they are given the right kind of training.
Traditionally the mentally retarded children used to receive
reading and writing skills like any other primary school child,
beginning with saying and writing of alphabets and numbers by
rote, following requirements in the textbooks. It was observed
that as days passed by, the retarded children had the ability to
write in sequence, the alphabets or numbers, but did not have

the ability to use them appropriately when there was a
requirement. For instance, a retarded child may identify alphabets

independently or in 3 or 4 letter words as taught by the teacher
in the classroom. If the same words were seen elsewhere in his
environment, he had difficulty in identifying and reading them.

Similarly, he may write numbers in sequence upto 100 and
beyond, but may not know the value of 13 and 20 as to which is
bigger and which is smaller. Teachers and parents used to be

satisfied by saying that the child is able to write pages after
pages of the given material. They do not note the fact that their
children's learning is restricted to writing in the notebooks and

not of any use in their day-to-day living. One would agree that
this kind of literacy is a waste of time and skill on the part of the
teacher, the students and the family.

In recent years, new trends have emerged in the field of
special education. Appropriate education of children emerged
with focus on skills to be learnt that are absolutely function

oriented. The current trend is ecology based curriculum
development with activity based instructional programmes. In
this approach, the emphasis is on utility of learnt skills which

are age appropriate. Further, the instruction is more in the
form of activities using materials and resources available in the

environment. In other words, the instructional plan should
include activities which lead to generalisation of learnt skills in
various situations (home/school/neighbourhood/community).
This approach helps in preparing persons with mental retardation
to integrate smoothly into their own communities. This would
mean that a mentally retarded student needs to be assessed not
only for his current level of functioning but also the environment

in which he lives. Based on this, content and instructional
programme will be developed so that on learning the skills, the
retarded person will definitely be able to use it in his environment
effectively. In other words, the application of the learnt skills
will be ensured. This is necessary as the education of students

with mental retardation focuses on preparing them for
independent living in their own environments in which they live.

It is well known that the ability to retain learnt skills is
poor in persons with mental retardation unless they are put to
use frequently. Thus, it is very important that items selected for

teaching should be such that they are required for day-to-day
living of the person. As transfer of training is another difficulty
in persons with mental retardation, whatever taught must be
such that they are easily applicable in his environment and there
is an ease in the use of the learnt skills by the retarded individual.

A single answer to these problems stated bove is the use of
functional literacy and numeracy skills. By functional literacy
and numeracy, it is meant here, that the retarded individuals are

taught those reading and writing areas and mathematical
concepts involving time, money and measurements which will
be of use to them in their daily living. Numerous books provide
lists of survival words for mentally retarded persons but the

teachers in our country, who are working with the mentally
retarded students for a numbers of years realise that the survival

words in the western books are not exactly suitable for our
conditions for obvious reasons including cultural, linguistic and
socio-economic variations.
Considering the above points, this book attempts to provide

methods for teaching functional reading and writing skills.
Samples of words in Telugu, Hindi and English are also provided

so that the experienced teachers can take the idea to apply to
the respective language in their region. It is needless to say that
the lists are not exhaustive but only samples and more needs to
be added based on the requirement in various regions. The
principle underlying teaching functional reading and writing are

given in detail so that the teachers can use it suitably. The

mathematics in this book includes teaching functional
computation skills and time, money and measurements which
are necessary for daily living. The measurements include capacity,

mass, weight, volume and distance.
Examples, illustrations and
tips given are essentially utility oriented
in the day-to-day living
and innovative teachers

can always add more to it
requireme in her teaching situation. Mathematical to suit the
applications
are highlighted with cross-reference to parallelly
teaching
mathematics alongwjth reading and writing skills
and
its
use in
natural situations by the student. FOr instance,
the child need
not wait for learning all the numbers to
a one rupee
coin or number '1' written on the clock. recognise
As and when number
'1' is taught,

generalising the same on door
clock dials
or recognition of one rupee coin and other numbers,
relevant things is a

Possibility which is function
oriented Further, the child
understands "WHY" he has learnt number '1' rather
than just

knowing the symbol as a vertical line.

The users are welcome to give their
comments and
suggestion5 for improvement

of this book for future editions.
The creative and innovative teachers
what is provided and make her teaching can always add more to
experience and students'
learning experience enjoyable.
If EFA 2000 is
our goal, literacy of children with mental
retardation has to take a step in the direction of
functional literacy
and this is the first step towards it.

Vijayalaks Myreddi
Jayanthi Narayan

Chapter 1

Functional
Reading and
Writing
READING

Functional. reading is defined as a student's actions or
responses resulting from reading printed words (Brown arid
Perlmutter, 197k). Functional is the keyword as it is related
to community validity. Hence, words selected for teaching
reading must be functional as the ability to read allows
learners to become more independent in community living.
Further as stated by Polloway and Patton (993), reading is
the key to personal and social adjustment, and for successful
involvement in community activities.
In early years, Kirk and Monroe (1948) outlined three goals

that would help in developing a framework for teaching
readers who are disabled, which holds good to this day.

(a) The primary goal for all students who are mildly and
moderately disabled is lhe ability to read for protection.
Implicit in this goal is the concept of survival. Such

reading includes, directions, signhoard, labels and
symbols.

(b) The second goal is reading for information and
instruction - implied is functional reading that allows
the individual to deal with job applications, newspaper
advertisements, telephone hooks and the like.

(c) The third goal is reading for pleasure. This, for some
disabled persons may he a realistic goal, vhich allows
them to enjoy reading materials such as magazines, comics

and story hooks. However, depending on the level of
retardation and the ability to learn, the mentally retarded
students may achieve one, two or all the above three goals.

Teaching Reading
A number of approaches have been identified for teaching

reading (Aukerman, 1971). Often, an eclectic approach is
necessary to meet the individual needs of a mentally retarded
student. Some of the approaches popularly used are discussed
below.

Sight word vocabulary (Whole word approach)

The approach that is found most successful in teaching
functional reading skills is called the whole word approach.
Through the whole word approach students learn to recognize

and read words and later receive decoding instruction (to
spell).
2

A variety of strategies have been used in teaching sight
word vocabulary. Recent attention has been focused on the

imagery level of the word to be learnt (Hargis, 1982).
Imagery level refers to the ease with which a word evokes
a concrete picture. High imagery words are usually concrete
and include nouns such as ball, mango, fan and house. Low
imagery words include abstract terms such as beautiful, good
and have. In some instances, high imagery can he provided

for low imagery words by using the word in context. For
example, consider the word 'sweet'. "I ate mango. It is
sweet", becomes more concrete and students can remember
better. Pairing of words with concrete objects and/or pictures

will facilitate development of high imagery level in the
students.
Follow these steps while using whole word approach

• Select the words which are commonly used (vegetables.
fruits, furniture, clothes, body parts) in the immediate
environment (at home and in school). To begin with select

the words that grossly differ in sounds (banana, grapes;

table, chair). Later introduce words, with some
similarities ('banana, ball', 'grapes, goat').

• Start with a pairing activity using pictures with words.
In the beginning, have two pictures with their names
written for pairing and increase the number as the student
shows progress.

3

For example : potato and onion.

4

c)

potato

onion

onion

d))

, \___—\ '

cabbage

brinjal

7
potato

tomato

onion

onion

carrot

5

• As the students master the above steps use word cards
(I onion 1)

with the picture and word IT

h)

(--:çpotato
I

oon

]

potato

c)

carrot
potato

]

I

6

onion

d)

carrot

onion

cab bage
I

onion

to mato

potato

• After the students learn the above steps, have only word
cards (

onion

)

without pictures for pairing
I

onion

potato

I

I

potato

onion

IT))

potato

brinjal

onion

onion

potato

7

c)

Remember to
brinjal

carrot

I___________

say the word at

onion

every step of

teaching

I-

potato

pairing skill to
students.

potato

d)

cabbage

ono

carrot ]

I

onion

tomato
potato
brinjal

potato

• Now the students have learnt to
pair the words.

I

In some cases (for
students with lim-

ited ability to

• The next step is to ask students speak) teaching of
to point to the words on the flash

words at identify-

develop a variety of exercises for
pairing and identifying activities

level may be the

cards/worksheets. You can ing or pointing
maximum achieve-

(see functional literacy series - ment, as naming
vegetables, fruits, animals, (1997)

NIMH publication).
8

verbally will be
difficult.

• Once the students learn to identify words, ask them to
read the words. Follow the same procedure explained
above to teach other words.

After introducing a number of familiar nouns in this
manner, action words (verbs) and adjectives can also be
introduced with pictures or actions. This will help in sentence

construction. It is suggested that the students be taught
reading and writing of words simultaneously so that students
learn decoding of words. The procedure is dicussed in detail

under the topic 'writing words'.
Another approach used in teaching reading words is paired

association. In this method, like in whole word approach,
the picture is gradually faded out and the students learn to
transfer the meaning from the picture to the written word.
Finally they learn to read the words and form sentences.

Errorless Discrimination
This is an approach (Walsh and Lamberts, 1979) where the

teacher presents the word in isolation and reads aloud
pointing to the word. Four to six trials follow, presenting
three to four words alongwith the target word. For example

banana. Initially the words presented should differ
significantly.

L

grapes

banana

circus
L

9

umbrella

As the students learn to discriminate, present words that
look similar with minimum difference.

banner

banana

bangle

basket

In the initial stages of learning, minimum of two cards
may be used for discrimination and the cards can be increased
gradually as described under whole word approach.

Error analysis in generalization
Once a student learns a new skill, he needs to remember
and recall when necessary and he should be able to generalize

the skill to the situations when required. If generalization
and maintenance of a learnt skill has to be ensured, the learnt
behaviour must occur appropriately outside the training
conditions and should be retained to be repeated when needed
over a period of time. The sustained ability for generalization

does not just lie in analysis of success, but also the errors.
When a student performs a certain task after structured
training consistently, he is exposed to a non-trained condition,
which has certain similarities to the trained condition. When

the learnt respouse is performed in a non-trained condition,
error may occur. Here, the teacher should be sensitive to

the factors that contribute to the error, and the ways to

prevent the error. To do this, the teacher has to observe the
student in several conditions of generalization training and
observe for consistency in the error. This will help in finding
methods to prevent the established error pattern.

10

To explain with an example, consider a child who has been
'trained' to eat independently using fingers without spilling
(no error). He may spill (error) if introduced with a spoon
(non-trained condition) to eat. Self feeding being the activity

under consideration for training, the variations within that
require to be considered for generalization of the total activity

for independent and sustained performance. Factors
contributing to the error can be the use of the spoon, holding

of the spoon, the posture of the child or any other

observations by the teacher. For the error correction, the
contributing factor will be decided based on the consistency

of error observed, correcting which, the activity gets

generalized.

As Homer, Albin and Ralph (1987) put it, for generalization

to be functional, it must occur with a precision that results
in acquired responses occurring under, appropriate, nontrained conditions and not occurring under inappropriate
non-trained conditions. This demands teaching of not only
what is correct but also what is not correct. For Example
when we teach identfication of numeral 3, it is also essential
to show what is not 3 such as 5, 7, 13, 30, 53 and so on. The
student then understands that when the symbol '3' appears
all by itself, then only it is called 3. On a clock dial when
you ask the child to identify 1, he is right when he shows 1

after 12 but not at 10, 11, and 12 as the latter have
accompanying numbers with them. This approach would limit
or prevent errors from occurring right in the beginning during
acquisition stage itself thus making generalization easier. As

pointed out correctly by Engelmann and Carnine (1982)
faultless presentation rules out the possibility of learner
11

making error in response. This will lead to p-recise
generalization of the learnt response. In addition, this helps

to a great extent in teaching academics especially

differentiating similar looking words and similar sounding
words. To find the meaning of "see" from the words cook,
look, book, took, a child who is trained in what is and what
is not with suitable examples will find it easy to pick the
right word.
Above all, for successful generalization the communication
by the teacher should be faultless and clear. The ambiguity

in the teachers teaching will lead to poor learning in the

student (Engelmann and Carnine, 1982). Therefore, teacher
should:
- provide sufficient examples
- be sensitive to learner readiness before communicating,
- demonstrate a range of variations within a given

concept.
- reward

the student for his right response.

WRITING

One of the important modes of communication is written
expression. Writing demands eye hand coordination, motor
coordination, sense of direction and recognition of symbols
and so on).
(pictures//letter5/flumber5/w0rd5/Punctati0I
Some writing tasks demand horizontal writing (left to write
as in writing words) and some demand vertical writing as in
12

arithmetic (addition, subtraction) and some demand a
combination of both as in statement sums.
Basically writing involves four stages namely,

1. Tracing
2. Joining dots (if needed)

3. Copying
4. Writing from memory
(including learning spelling)
Teaching Writing
To write sight words, students have to go through six steps,
using auditory, visual, tactile and kinesthetic inputs (Carho,
1978).

For example

(a) Teacher says the word and student repeats it (auditory).

Eg horse

13

(b) The meaning of the word is discussed and taught
(auditory)

Horse is an animal,
Horse has four legs.
Horse riding is fun.

or

c) The words coiifiguration is drawn (visual).

(d)

The actual word is traced (visual/kinesthetic).

(e) The student says the sound of each letter while tracing
it (visual. auditory and kinesthetic).

\\

/
14

1/

(f) After tracing, usually the next step to follow is copying.
If the child is incapable of doing it, dotted line letters
can he given to join dots.
/
I'

I' — —v

(g) When the child consistently copies errorlessly, writing
from memory can be the next step.

(h) Later. the student tries to visualise the won arid writ it
in the air (kinesthetic), saying simultaneously.

15

TEACHING SPELLING

T0 write the words from memory students should learn
spelling. Following are some tips.
• Have students to say the sound of each letter while tracing
and copying the words.

or

-o-r-3-

• Ask student to pick up individual letters in a word and
match with the given model.

See that the
students say the
sound of the letter
when they pick up
and place each one
under the model.

• After completing the spelling. ask the student to read
the word.

rorsc
[or3

• As the student learns to match the individual letters
seeing the model, remove the model and ask him to
arrange the spelling.

joflr

1L

• Tell the student to check the spelling by himself with the
model. Allow him to identify error if any and correct it
on his own. Following this, students may be asked to
write the words in their note books.

[ro3{

17

• Give dictation along with the words learnt earlier and
tell the students to correct by.-themselves seeing the
model.

• You may also use the method of filling individual letter
sounds of the words on a worksheet.

While writing,
students should
spell out each

__

O /

O

letter sound and at
the end, should

say the whole

/1

word.

In this manner, you can teach them to read a number of
words, pharases, and sentences. You would notice that they
have learnt to read individual letters in the process of reading

and writing the words. Consider the box 'More words
From the few learnt words (A), using a number of new words
in (C) could he developed using the learnt alphabets (B). It

has further led to the construction of sentences (D).

18

1VI ore 'words....... •

••

Learnt letters (B)

Learnt words (A)
fan
rice
mango
table doll
brinjal
chilli
chair horse
ball
shirt

mn

s

u

o

e

j

b

c

t
f
g

a

n

biscuit

d

r
h

New words (C)

dog house bag
goat lion

cot jug
car gun

fish
bus
bin

eagle one five
boat three four
mat

rat

he

those has
these hair

I

the

there air

it

his

is

to
it
are

here
hear
this

me she
am her
has

that

Sentences (D)
This is a horse.
That is a car.
She has a dog.

ribbon
ran
fight
fun

This is her bag.
That is his gun.
He ran to the bus.

19

line

eight mice bun
nine egg bat
ten

us

tall

jam

rain
cloud
moon
star
sun

Choose a few more common words with Always make it a

other alphabets so that the students can point to use capital

learn all the alphabets in English. for the first letter of
Sequencing of alphabets may be taught names and places
through rhymes, arranging in a sequence and beginning of a
seeing a chart, and filling missing sentence. Sensitise
alphabets.
the student to this
variation in writing.
Try these
For best results, reading and writing should be taught together.
It is a good idea to have the class time-table having a combined time
slot for reading and writing. This enhances multi-sensory involvement

resulting in better achievement in the student. Introduce reading
and writing activities right from the preprimary level.

• use sand paper alphabets for tracing.
• If needed, adapt pencil to compensate for the fine motor
requirement as shown below as some of the students have
difficulty in holding pencil.

Small crayon/pencil/chalk piece in a holder.

Play dough for grip.

Cloth/plaster for grip.

(
Small pencil in a holder (used marker pen).
20

• Have a black board in your class at the students' level so
that they can trace/copy/write on the black board.

• Develop word building games and exercises.
• Plan games which involve discrimination, identification,
reading, tracing, copying and dictation activities.
For example:

• Place some sand paper letters in a bean hag.
-

Allow the student to pick up one letter and ask him to

feel with the finger.
-

he completes the feeling of the letter ask him to
say the sound of the letter.
Once

21

-

Tell

him to find another sand paper letter of the same

one from the hag without looking (you may blind fold the

child in case the student cannot resist from looking at
the letters).
After he picks up the correct letter, tell him to trace the
letter with finger and say the sound.
In the same way one can ask students to identify and copy,
ad and write from memory. This is just an example. You
. tn play a number of games with students to help them learn
t ie letters and words.

• Make combinations of consonant-vowel-consonant and
allow the student to form words by changing different
initial letters.

lag
S

ag

\V

I

ag

t ag

ag

r ag
• Similarly final consonant can be changed.

[i]
ba

g

t

ha n
ba r

initially start with three
letter words and gradually
expand to four letter words

ad
IH1

and more. Always start
with familiar nouns and

y

action words and proceed
to abstract words,
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• Finally the vowel can be changed.

LJa
b
e
b

i

b

o

b

u

g
g
g
g

• Have students read newspaper, story books and magazines

and discuss in the class to see whether they have
understood, as reading without comprehension is

meaningless.

II

CASE STUDY

Four students aged 7 years and 8 years who were

diagnosed as mildly mentally retarded were taught
reading and writing of Telugu using whole word
approach. The students could write 4-5 Telugu
alphabets of vowel sounds before the intervention. Four
words (nouns) of common vegetables, fruits and animals

were chosen to teach in the beginning for reading and
Writing.

Words Chosen (Telugu words are given in appendix)
vegetables
Onion
brinjal

fruits

-

animals

-

potato green chilli
apple

banana
guava

cow

dog

mango

cat

goat
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1

The procedure followed is described below which is

similar to the steps described under whole word
approach.

Reading words

• Firstly flash cards (picture with word) were
introduced for pairing activity. While matching the
picture cards, the word was read. Various activities
were planned for matching. Initially only two pictures
were introduced for discrimination and gradually the
pictures were increased.

• As a next step word cards were used to match with
the flash cards. Following this only word cards were
used.

• Once the students learnt to match word cards, they
were asked to point/to the words, when asked.

• Finally, the students were asked to read the words.
Writing words

• Reading and writing of words were taught
simultaneously as described under the topic writing.

• Matching activity was followed by tracing of words.
Students traced the words written on sand spread on
the floor and on slate. They were made to spell out
the sound of each letter after completion of tracing
each letter. They traced the words for 5-6 times. Later,
they were asked to copy the words on slate and in the
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4 notebook. While copying, they were asked to say the

sound of each letter.

• After they learnt to copy, dictation was given. The
students were asked to check their spellings with the
model, and/or exchanged their notes with peers and

corrected the spellings. The mistakes made by
students were discussed.

Within three weeks, they learnt 12 words. From the
twelve words, they made a number of other words,
phrases and sentences.

New words (high imagery) were chosen to include
unlearnt alphabets for reading. Practice on reading

sounds of the letters was given by makirg them

identify the letters and words in story books,

magazines and newspapers. The passages were so

selected to include the words the students were
familiar with. So that they could identify and read
them. Small stories were made using the learnt words
for reading and writing.
By this, it is observed that the students could learn
to read, write and generalize words of utility through

whole word approach. The students enjoyed the

individual and group work because they understood
what they were reading and writing. The key point is
the relevance of the content taught through the whole
word approach and the retention of the learnt words
because of their daily use.
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Fernald VAKT Approach (Fernald, 1943)
The Fernald method is a multisensory remedial approach
combining language experience with vision (visual), hearing

(auditory), movement and touch (kinesthetic and tactile)
(VAKT) instructional techniques. Briefly the programme

consists of the following steps.

(a) Let the student choose a word.
(h) Write it in cursive writing (large enough for the student
to trace with finger) with a crayon on plain paper or on
black hoard. Cursive writing is suggested because the
student will tend to see and feel the word as a single unit
rather than a group of separate letters.
(c) Have the student trace the word with one or two fingers

saying the sound of each letter while tracing and the
whole word after completing tracing of all the letters in
the word.
(d) Let the student write the word from memory after tracing
several times. If he makes errors, go hack to the earlier
step.

(e) Write words in context to give the meaning.

(1) After the student has mastered the above steps. have the
words written in plint/typewlitten and ask the student
to read.
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to
(g) Make individual word files of students and tell them

arrange in alphabetical order.

(h) Encourage students to write stories using words from
individual word files.

(i) Introduce written story in typed form immediately and
make students read the printed (typed) version.
card file which has been
(j) File very new word in word
used in the story. It helps students to learn alphabets
meaningfully without emphasis on rote memory.
TEACHING INDIAN LANGUAGES

To read in English students have to learn the alphabets

and their sounds which form the basic components. However
It is not enough. if a student learns to read alphabets alone.
but he should know to blend the sounds of letters in a word.

Once he is proficient in reading words, he learns to read
phrases, sentences and passages.
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For Example
ball,
apple,

red,
big.

this,
eat,

a ball
This is a ball.
red ball This is a red ball.
red apple This is a red apple.

an apple This is an apple.

i,

a,

an,

I,

I play with the ball.
The red ball is big.
I eat apple.
Apple is red.

The combination of the vowels and the consonants
contribute to certain sounds in English. Phonetic rules are
followed to determine pronunciation of a word. To read Indian
languages, the rules are different. The vowel sound is blended

in consonants through matras. A student needs to learn
individual letters and matras. The matras decide the required
vowel sound. Though there are symbols for vowels, they are
used in specific places only, and matras generally provide

the vowel sounds. This is common for most of the Indian
languages and is very different from English. The teacher
has to keep this in mind while teaching. For this purpose,
high imagery and functional words in Hindi and Telugu are
listed in appendix. The words listed in appendix I and II
include 70% of individual alphabets and matras which appear

frequently in the print. The list includes nouns, pronouns,
verbs and prepositions. Select the words based on the ability
of the student and the utility (functional) of the words in his
environment, as mentally retarded students take a long time
to learn, to maintain and to generalise the learnt concepts.
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While teaching, you may use cards of Teach reading

different colour or colour print to

differentiate between nouns and verbs,
Use different files/boxes for piling the
words which the students have learnt to

read. You may help students make
phrases, sentences and also build up
stories with those cards.

and writing of
words simultaneously as explained earlier,
for Indian languages also.

We have provided a sample list of words in Hindi, Telugu
and English only. (see appendix) Teachers may construct

list of words in the same manner in other languages for
teaching.

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Collect or prepare flash cards of various nouns/action words

in the preferred language. They can be pictures or words
depending on the ability levels of children. It is perhaps
good to cover the cards with polythene/plastic lamination to
give it a longer life and allow for wiping it clean as some of
the students with mental retardation tend to drool,

• Distribute flash cards, one each to students. Make sure
each one has different flash cards.

* Place one card on the flannel board and read.

*

Tell students, whoever has a similar one, to place on the

flannel board.
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Show the flash card and ask them to give you the similar
one if they have.

Show the flash card which none of the students have.
Ask them whether anyone has a similar one.

• Divide the students into two groups (1&2) having two to
three students in each group.

Distribute two sets of cards, one each to the groups. A
student in group 1 places flash card on the table. The
students in group 2 look at the flash card, and locate the
similar one with them, and earn a point.
This activity can he played by two students also. Add a
few single extra cards to each set ie., there is no card of
the same type for pairing.
Students can either hold them in their hands like playing
cards or you may provide a small wooden bar with groove
to place them or a brush that is used for scrubbing clothes.

This is useful especially for children with fine motor
pro h 1 ems
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If you have more sets of materials you can involve more
number of students.

• Reverse all the flash cards and place them on the table.
Ask each student to turn one card over and find the similar

one by turning the other cards. Make sure each flash
card has a pair. Give points depending on number of
chances the student takes to find the pair.
• Play a memory game. Start with only two pictures first.
Show each picture card and read the name and place it

on reverse side. Show one picture card and ask the
student to find the similar one. The student is expected
to remember the position and turn it out. If he finds the
correct card he gets a point. Later increase the number
of cards.
• Have two boxes (X&Y). Place flash cards in each box.
Take out one flash card from box X. Read the name and
hold it.

Pick up one card from box Y and ask students whether

both pictures are same. (Eg.This is banana. Is this
banana?). Keep doing it until the same picture is picked.

Same activity can be carried out by a student asking his
fellow classmates for reaction.
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r You can play this game using concrete objects/words in
place of picture cards, depending on. the age and ability
of the students.
Make groups of children with 2-3 in each group.

*

Give

*

Tell them to pick up all the picture cards of the kind they

a basket/box with number of picture cards to each
group and one card to each student.
have with them.

*

After sorting out the cards, tell each student to read the

name of the picture cards sorted out by him. Also make
them count the number of cards collected by each one
and the group as a whole.

• Play card games.

*

Shuffle the cards. (Pair of 20 picture cards)

* Distribute(5/7/9/11 or more depending on number of
players) the cards to each player and keep the rest in the
mid die.

Tell players to set their cards.

Each one picks up a card from the pile of cards kept in
the centre. If it matches with any of the cards he keeps
it. otherwise he returns it to the pile. The next player
does the same. whoever pairs first gets points. If three
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players are playing and one completes pairing of pictures,
the other two will continue playing.

* Use word cards if they are learning to pair the words.

* Various types of worksheets can also be prepared for
matching activity.

• Place flash cards (picture cards/word cards depending
on what you are teaching) in the corners of the room or
spread at one place. Tell students to collect the picture
cards/word cards by telling the name. (Eg. collect all
brinjal cards/words). After each one collects the pictures/
word cards tell them to count how many each one of them
has collected.

• Play a Bingo game either with pictures or words. Have
the word cards/picture cards in a box. Prepare cards of
post card size and write words or draw pictures. As in
Bingo, call out the words in the master card and credit
the students for getting the rows and/or the full house.
ball

bag

cat

doll

apple

goat

cow

grapes

onion

fish

chair

fan

pen

dog

tap

tomato
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ball

bag

cat

doll

fish

car

goat

tap

chair

dog

carrot

eyes

hand

pen

pencil

potato

Give a card to each student.
Mix the cards in the box by shaking them.
Take out one card and read. the word.

Tell students if the word is present on their card they
cancel it (If students are not at the identification level,
yoi may show the card so that they can find the similar
word on their card).

You can fix the points for correctly cancelling the first,
middle and last row and the total house.

• Place word cards in a small bag/box. Pick up a card,
show to the students and ask them to read. If they make
a mistake. show a model (picture card) to serve as a cue.
Write the names of the students on the board. Enter the

number of words each student has read. Discuss who
read maximum number of words.
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Leela

Krishna

Sanjay

Rajan

1. onion

1. hall

1. truck

1. cow

2. car

2. glass

2. mango

2. onion

3. balloon

3. onion

3. balloon

3. mango

4. mango

4. potato
5. cow

t Tell students to copy the words or give dictation of words
which they read.
t Build up small stories or describe an event using the word
bank (pile up all the words the students have learnt to
read).
For example:

This is a cow.
Cow has four legs.
Cow eats grass.
Cow gives us milk.
We drink milk.
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This is a garden.
There is one mango tree and two banana trees.
Children are playing with kites.

You may introduce a few more new words which are not in
the word bank if necessary.

For students with higher reading ability, they may he
asked to describe and write on their own their visit to
different places. Eg. shopping, visit to park/zoo/heach/
social functions. competitions
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FOR THOSE WHO CANNOT READ AND WRITE...
The teaching of functional literacy and numeracy skills are
suitable for those who are capable of learning to read and
write to some extent. After giving a fair chance to the student
to learn functional academics, if he does not seem to learn.
alternatives need to be found. When we say functional
academics, it refers to the literacy and numeracy areas that

are used in our day-to-day living. As seen earlier, many
retarded students with higher functioning levels are capable
of learning and utilizing these skills. However, those with
lower functioning levels, who cannot learn abstract concepts

and symbols may never learn these skills. Therefore, the

teachers are to find alternatives for these students to
effectively function in the communities. The following steps
can help:

• Identify the requirement of a student to use written script

for reading, writing and numbers. For instance, bus
number, directions, notice board in the work place and
so on.

• Note down the frequency of the need. To know this
information, classify the needs such as number of times
in a day, once a day, or weekly or monthly or occasionally.

For example:
Daily needs
bathing
brushing
dressing
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Weekly
wash bed linens

visit the place of worship
iron clothes

Occasional
go for movies
visit relatives
celebrate festivals
Monthly
buy provisions
pay electricity bill
clear cobwebs

• List them in the order of most frequent to least frequent.

• Identify the activities that involve reading and writing
and math skills.

• Explain to the student the requirement of the written
materials in context. Give abbreviations or cards of
written materials to keep in the pocket and train him to
show to people and ask. For instance, showing the card
(bus number and place) to a person in the bus stop who is
waiting there\ and asking him whether that bus is gone.

• For needs that are infrequent, hut highly important such
as missing a bus and break down of a bus, prepare the
student with one good option or alternative. Giving him
too many alternatives will again confuse him. Firstly. the
student needs to he taught to perceive that he has missed
the bus or the bus will not go further due to breakdown.

Secondly, the options such as, go to the nearest shop,
take help using cards as explained above are to •be
taught. As such occasions are less frequently occurring,
asking him once in a while as to "what will you do if you

miss the bus/bus breaks down" and eliciting response
will help in retention of the learnt competency.

• Sensitise the students to find alternatives for written
materials such as commonly used signs found for drinking
water, toilets, arrow marks of directions and so on.

• Where signs are not found, generate ideas and develop
signs that your student follows and have it written in
script at the bottom so the helper understands what he
needs. Communication boards which are commonly used
for children with speech deficits will he useful here for

mentally retarded students, specially for children who
are non-verbal. Small pocket size photo albums with the
student-specific functional signs included in it will go
along way in helping him compensate for his inability to
speak.

__________________ ___________________
Change

o
Glad

o

__

'T'
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___
/

Sad

:

:

_______&

• Efforts towards explaining purposes of railway/bus timetables. newspaper. magazines and notices will help a
student understand their content and utility. This inturn
may motivate him (or the trainer should take efforts to

motivate him) to acquire the social competence to
approach people with the literature and ask for specific
information from it. Thus, though the retarded person is
illiterate, he would have taken the benefit of the literature.
Here, the teachers play a very important role in identifying

and grouping the relevant literature and giving the
student the input to appropriately use them.

COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION
Computer assisted instruction (CA!) for mentally retarded
children is another development in recent years. Multicentred
feasibility studies conducted by NIMH have shown that it is
possible to use computers to give literacy and numeracy skills
to students with mental retardation. The studies also showed

that attention and concentration increased in retarded

childn.

The programme has considerable amount of pictorial
representations such as icons. Further, the package has the
features of inhuilt feedback mechanism, repetition of
instructions, consistency in the stimulus-response pattern.
and individualized instruction that enhances learning in
students. However, it is cautioned that it cannot substitute

the teacher. The teacher has to take efforts towards
generalizing the learnt skills.
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To conclude, learning literacy and numeracy skills are not
the ultimate end in life. They are hut means to achieve certain

end results. If a retarded person cannot read and write, it
does not mean that he is incapable of achieving anything.
Taking an example of many of the illiterates who have been

successful in life, the teacher should aim at providing the
student with the necessary social competencies to take
someone's assistance, to get access to the written material
and to use alternative methods to survive independently
without having to read the written materials. However, it is
cautioned here, that a teacher should declare a student to he
not capable of learning reading and writing only after giving

him a chance. Selection of the correct content, best of
teaching and sufficient time to try and learn are essential
before making a decision. It should not he a hurried decision
which may adversely affect the student.
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Chapter - II

Functional
Mathematics
N umbers play a very important role in our life. For
example, for a simple task of buying one dozen bananas from

a vendor, we see how big the bananas are, we count the
bananas immediately before we pay the money, calculate how
much to pay and how much change to get back (if there is a

balance). Similarly our communication with others always
includes, 'how much', 'how long', 'how far', 'when' ....all are
mathematics. We use mathematical skills at home, on the
job, and in the community. Schwartz and Budd (1983) defined

functional mathematics as "use of mathematics needed for
vocational, consumer, social, recreational and home making

activities" (p.322). However, teaching mathematics to
mentally retarded students includes learning through concrete
experiences and the application of learned skills. In addition,

both the classroom activities and the community exercises
should be blended in such a way that the generalization of
skills occurs smoothly. Further, the maths curriculum which
we offer to students should consider their needs when they
grow to be adults and should include those skills that have
high probability of use in community settings (Polloway,
Patton, Epstein and Smith, 1989 and Bot, 1988).
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Teaching functional mathematics
Functional mathematics includes pre computational skills

(quantity, numbers, counting....), computational skills

(addition, subtraction, multiplication and division),
application skills (money, time, capacity, weight and mass,
and length and distance) and problem solving skills (reading,
understanding and application of appropriate computation
in solving word problems).

Pre Computational Skills
The development of maths skills follows a sequence. Unless
the students show certain readiness or precomputation skills,

they are not ready for learning computation skills. The
precomputational skills include the following:
Relative position of one in quantities

It is important that the student is aware of quantity in

terms of more/less/few/none before number one is
introduced.

• Have four plates/bowls. Fill one of them with any of the
things (eg. beads, bottle tops, shells, seeds, sweets) upto
the brim (a lot/more). Second with a little (a few/less).
Third with one. Last with nothing in it.
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Let the child visually find the differences in quantities. Use

the terms 'a lot/more', 'a few/less', 'one', and 'none'
respectively, while showing, with appropriate gestures/
actions..

• Take four plates/bowls with few objects.

more objects to the first howl to show that it has
more (a lot) objects.
add

Remove some from second howl so that only a few are
left in it. Show and say to the children that it has a few/
less.
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Remove all the objects except one in bowl three to indicate

it is one.

Remove all the objects from howl four to show it has
none.

Allow the children to do the same to experience by themselves

the relative position of 'one' in quantities.
Following this exercise highlight 'one' showing on himself one

nose, one mouth, one head

and things in his

environment - one light, one chair, one hoard, one window

Thus the student hears, sees and understands what is 'one'.
Some tips for teaching
<

a student to distribute 'one' crayon/ 'one' piece of
paper to each one in the class.
Tell
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Ask students to place one seed (eg. tamarind seeds) or
bead in each container.

r

During lunch time, tell a student to give one glass/

plate/ spoon to each student.

Use worksheets in which a student draws a line to
correspond, one object to one other object.

0/

a

0/
_
0/

a
a

a
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Using a peg board, make students fix one peg in each
hole. While placing, say the number and have the student
repeat if he is able to speak.

ED

(1

Fill small cups (eg. used ice-cream cups, coconut shells,
plastic oil/shampoo bottles) with sand. Tell the student

to place one thing (stick/leaf/crayon/flower) in each
cup saying the number. Let him understand, that what
ever is the object the unit one' in a single piece of the
object.

• After the student has learnt to count one. introduce the
written symbol 1.
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Place number card
on the table. Tell the student to
take one object and place under the flash card, so that
he understands number sym 1)01
means one item.
r

I

Li]

Give two to three objects (pebbles / shells /' caryons) to
each student in your class. Show the number symbol 1'
to them and ask each one to give you one object.

Keep one object on the table. Place flash cards of
numerals next to it. Tell the student to pick up symbol '1'
and place under the object.

Lii
Introduce pictures after the student has learnt to do with
concrete objects.

Ip!
1
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Once the student learns to show/identify number syml)ol
1
ask the student to - read the numeral by showing a
flash card.
As a generalisation activity, show number symbol
in
calendar, clock, currency, bus number, telephone dial and
door numbers.
As explained in the chapter of reading and writing, teach
writing of numeral along with reading of numeral. Follow
steps explained under writing numerals.

When the concept of one has been taught successfully,
place 'one more' with the known 'one'. Let the students see
ihat one gets added to 'one' to make another quantity called
two'. As children visually experience the 'increase' in '2'
when compared to 'F the chances of understanding and

c)mprehending is better. It also helps students to
understand that the value of '2' is more than the value of 1'.
As

you did earlier, show 'two' on you, - like 2 eyes, 2 ears,
2 hands and 2 legs and so on and '2' around you like 2 doors,
2 windows..., Make games out of it. By this, you move from
'known I to unknown 2'. Then teach reading and writing of
numeral. '2' as explained in teaching the numeral '1'. Similarly
continue teaching 3,4 upto 10.
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• As we havealready introduced 'nothing' or 'zero' in
relative quantity even before introduction of 'one', it is
easier to introduce the number symbol of '0'. Introduce
the concept 'zero' to make them understand its value as

"nothing" (0) when independently used and its
importance when placed on the right of a numeral (10).

Here are some tips

• Make students clap/jump/throw the ball and count.
Eg.

Tell students 'let us clap/jump three/four/six times'.
Count while doing the activity.

• Let students count the number of his/her classmates
before distributing things in the classroom/dining room.
Eg.

How many books/crayons/pencils/pictures/scissOrS/
plates/ spoons we need?
• Use worksheets for counting.
Cluster counting

Horizontal counting
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• Have students classify things/picture cards and count
them (Eg. rubber, pencils, vegetables, fruits).

• Give students a chance to count one rupee notes/coins.

• To begin with, use concrete objects, plastic/wooden
symbols. following which number flash cards may he used.

• During activities for matching exercises, matching
remember to say the numeral (one, two) while doing.

• Tell the student, "Show me one" or "Give me two, to
check for counting.

• Ask the students to show you the numeral and place the
•

matching number of objects. This helps in counting object
to the corresponding number.

[3j
Hi
Hi H Hi

[i 2J

• Lastly ask students to read the numeral.

• As in reading and writing. while teaching iiumbers
identification of numeral ajìd writing the numeral should
he done as a unit. rather than introducing writing later.

Remember that learning is better when there is
multisensoi'y input.
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• Prepare worksheets for teaching (eg : workbook
numbers' - NIIH Publication).

• Let the students match, identify and name numerals
written in various places (bus number, bus stop number,
clock, newspaper. book pages, currency notes, calendar,
kg., 2 kg.. packets in super market) for generahizatioii
of the Concept.

• While playing games,use points for counting and writing
tli e numerals or p lacing flash cards.

Hox many limes did each one catch the hall
Name

Points

Total

Sujatha

111.1

4

Krishna

11111

i>avaii

1111

l'ishior

1111 1 11!

8

How many I imes did each gr() up throw I lie hail in to the
h u c Pc t

Groui

Flow iiianv pins (tins plastic bottles) tell when cacti one

hit at I heiii

How many seeds/paper balls did each one blow out of
the circle.
The list is endless. Add as many games as possible.

• Writing numerals
As mentioned earlier, teaching writing involves three
steps
(1) Tracing.
(2) Copying and
(3) Writing from memory.

and
Reading
writing
activities should go together
as it reinforces learning of a
particular concept.

Tracing

Use sand paper, felt paper, rough jute cloth or rough
plastic cutouts pasted on flash cards for tracing. You
can make your own sand paper. Apply a thin layer of
gum or! a thick chart paper. Sprinkle sand and let it dry.
You can also make colour sand by mixing rangoli powder
or food colouring to the sand as it can serve as cue for
some children.
Analyse the parts of the numerals before starting tracing
activity. You may say-first we do this, next this

I

n/
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It is helpful to write a complete figure on the hoard and
write another model while student observes.

22
Make students trace with fingers (as in montessorj

method) over the number symbol and say the sound of
the symbol after writing. In this process, the student
'sees' (visual) the shape of the symbol. 'hears'
(auditory)
how it sounds. 'feels' (tactile) the shape when it is written
and movement (kinesthetic) of the hand to get the right
shape of the symbol.

2
Following this, the students may he given a task to trace
the symbols written on a slate or note hook. If required,
opportunities to join dotted lines can he provided.
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Copying
Write symbols legibly while student is observing you. Make

sure that the student 'says' the sound of the symbol after
copying each one. Some students may not verbalize. Iii
such cases, you say the sound of the symbol, so that he

relates the sound to the symbol. This would facilitate
when you ask him to identify (show me/give me/pick
up) the numerals.
Writing from Memory

Last step is writing from memory, ie., the student has to

recall the shape of the number symbol from his/her
memory when told to write.
Give dictation of numerals. Tithe student writes a wrong
symbol. show the correct symbol model for a few seconds
and tell the student to write.

Let the student write numerals from 1-10 in a sequence.
Ask the student to check whether he has written correctly

by comparing a model. While writing numbers in a
sequence, always insist that 10 is written with 0' (at unit's
place) below 9 and 1 is written to its left. (at tens place)
By this, the error in place value can he avoided when he
learns the two digit and multidigit numbers.

Gi worksheets with missing number to fill in.
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Teaching Numerals from 11-20

It is essential that the students understand that it) and 1
is 11 and not 1 and 1
Follow the steps given below

• Tell students to group the objects (eg. pebbles. shells.
bottle tops, match sticks, seeds) into 10 and I separately
and place number symbol.

Lio1
Let them add 10 objects to 1 object. Ask them to count
the number of objects and tell them to pick up number
11 flash card and place below the eleven objects. This
process helps students to understand concretely that 10

and 1 is ii.

11
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Place number cards 10 and 1 and tell student to place
the corresponding number of objects. Ask him/her to
add and place the number card.
1

Use

10] + [

j=

1

__

worksheets where in students write the numbers for

the given quantity or draw quantities for the given
numbers..

You can also ask the student to expand the number.

liii

=

LioFL1]

• Allow the student to use currency in whole numbers not
involving changes to do similar additions. Generalization

activities such as Rs.10 and Re.1 is 11 rupees may be
introduced at this point.

____

+

S

11

5.7

____

Introduce further numbers as the student progresses in
learning and see that the activities and opportunities are

planned in such a way that the students are able to
transfer the learned concepts in the classroom to the
situational demands in their daily life.

Counting in lOs
While teaching to count in tens, follow the same procedure
explained under teaching numerals from 11-20. Only change

is that you ask the student to group objects in lOs. Later
bundles of match sticks or a string of 10 heads may he used

to count one bundle as ten.

10

DODODcOo

________

c)

J

The student can he taught to count the Rs.i0.00 notes.
to tell the amount and to give change to Rs.20.00. Rs.50.00

and Rs.100.00 in multiples of ten. In addition, he can
also he taught to use multiples of 10 paise for the purpose
of buying.

Give ten rupees more to a student to what he already
has and ask him how many rupees he has.
Give Rs. 50 to a student to buy something worth of RsJO/
or Rs.20/- and ask him how much is left with him.
-
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Give activities in which he has to put together objects
such as pens. pencils or boxes in lOs. This can later
help him in packing objects in given units.
It is a good idea to teach multiplication table of 10 like
teaching rhyme/song, so that the student may quickly
recall sum totals by telling table when needed.
Cardinal and Ordinal numbers

Cardinal iiumher indicates quantity (eg. how many boys
al-c thered) and ordinal number indicates position (which boy
is standing first ). In other words when the . 'order' or
position is denoted it is ordinal number.

Talking about cardinal numbers for instance, how many.
how long, how far, how much are questions answered with
cardinal numbers. Consider, how many books (five)'. 'how
far is your house (2 kms.)'. 'how much did you pay for your
pencil (Rs.5.00)'. how long will you take to reach home (2
hours). how many kilograms of onions did you buy (3 kgs)'.
'how many litres of kerosene did you get from the shop (5
litres)'. As you see, whatever is the unit used, the number is
cardinal.

While talking of ordinal numbers, highlight that it always

refers to rank, position or order. For instance, in a row of
pencils gi'aded by length/colour 'what is the position of
longest pencil' or 'what colour is the 5th pencil', refers to
order. In competitions and sports. the references are made
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to position of winner in terms of 1st, 2nd, and 3rd. Talking
about families, ask children the order of the siblings such as

'who is first born, himself, his brother or sister, who is
'second' and so on.
Some Tips...

• Ask students to count how many boys and how many
girls are there in their class?

• Tell students to stand in a line. Ask who is standing
first/second.

• Use terms first/second..., while arranging/stacking
things in the classroom/house.

• While discussing domestic activities such as arranging
clothes and utensils in shelves give opportunities to
answer questions, such as 'what do you keep in the first
shelf, second shelf and so on

• Use worksheets wherever appropriate.
• Use picture charts/tell stories and asks questions related
to the quantity and position.
• Sensitize the student to the utility of cardinal and ordinal
numbers in daily routine.
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Computational skills
Addition

Addition is the basic operation upon which all other
computational operations are constructed. Many specific
addition related skills are used in other operations such as
multiplication and division. Students, who have deficits in
basic addition skills are likely to exhibit problems in all other
areas of computation skills as well. Therefore, it is important

that the teachers plan out instructions for the clear
understanding of the concept of addition. The activities in
the initial stage of teaching should he very concrete.

As explained under counting earlier, addition can he
introduced in an informal manner as application oriented
activity when numbers are being introduced. Eg. when two

is being introduced, the teacher shows that one more is
'added' to the one to make it two. However, formal addition
activity may follow the sequence given below.

• Start with simple word problems using concrete objects.

• Give three / four objects to students and ask them how
many they have. Tell student A' to give two objects to
student 'B'. Then ask student 'B how many objects he
has now. See that the students visualize and understand
that the amount increases when we add.
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You can tell simple stories using a flannel board and
p i c tu r e S.

Eg:
Place three boys playing with three kites (cutouts) on
the flannel board. Say "Here comes two more boys to
play with them. Tell how many boys are playing now".

• Next introduce number

Show to students that + sign
is 'puting together' two lines

cards

one vertical(I) and one
horizontal (—). Equal to sign
is (=). The equal sign has

-

Place number cards 3, 1

and the number of
objects and read the

two horizontal lines. Use the

sum.

equivalent words to refer

'total'

Push three objects

such

as, 'put

together', 'altogether', 'sum
of' and so on. Give ample

towards one and count

them. Then place the
correct number card.

opportunities to identify
symbols.

Give practice to the
students.

-
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L31+L11=
Use pictures in place of concrete objects (worksheets).

__

+ Lzi

__

For counting, you may straight away introduce finger
counting. As normal children learn, you may perhaps
introduce the method as children say, four in mind, two
in hand, after four... and then they count fingers to add
the 2 to 4 resulting in 6. Remind them to keep bigger
number in mind and smaller one in hand while adding.

L41+L11L51
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Introduce addition of zero in similar manner with pictures

and later without pictures.

L1I=1

=

The next step, is vertical presentation of addition sums.
Eg :
4

5

3
+3

0

2

0 +5

_____ _____ _____
________________________________

Money computation skills should

be taught simultaneously. For
example "How much is two rupees

and a one rupee?"

Eg:
Rs.-Ps
2-00

Rs.-Ps
3-00

1-00

4-0J

Rs.-Ps
5-00
+3-00

It is better to teach
of
application
numbers including
computation even if

the student knows
numerals only upto

10, rather than,
blindly teaching
numbers by rote in

lOOs. However,
take
into
consideration the

capability of the
student and plan the

content
instruction.
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and

* Make sure that the rupee position alone has single digit
amounts and paise is zero. Tell students that the number
on the right side of the dot refers to paise and that there
is no paise in this sum, hence zero is written. Remember

this is an exercise for generalization of single digit
addition to money.

After students learn to do single digit two line addition,
teach single digit 3 to 4 line addition sums depending on
the students awareness of numbers. For example, if the
student is only able to read and write numerals upto 10,
the total of the sum should be within ten.

Eg:
3
2

3
2

+1

4

3
0
4

1

2

Rs.-Ps
2-00
3-00
2-00
+ 2-00

Rs.-Ps
1-00
2-00
3-00
4-00

• Once students learn to do single digit addition, teach
double digit addition without carry over. Remember to
insist on addition from units and not from tens as children
have a tendency to work from left to right as in reading
language. If needed, initially colour coding can he used
such as all unit numbers written in green aiid tens number

written in red. Then instruct the child to always start at
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green and proceed to red and so on. As the child acquires
the skill and gains mastery, fade the colour code.

Eg:
35
+3

40

Rs.-Ps

63
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10-00

+ 20

+ 12

+ 25-00

Rs.-Ps
12-00
25-0()
+ 2-00

Subtraction
Subtraction is the opposite of addition. The sequence of
procedures described in teaching simple addition can he used
in teaching simple subtraction. Instruction should proceed
from total use of concrete objects to abstract forms as

decuihed under simple addition. While introducing the
5ylIIbol minus (—) use the maxim of proceeding from known

to unknown ie., plus' (known) to minus' (unknown). Show
to the student that from '+' when you take away/remove the
vertical line (I) it is the symbol for subtraction (—). As taking

away is the concept here, the student would easily and

logically understand and accept the symbol .As in addition,

introduce the related terms such as minus', take away',
'balance' left over'. 'remove' and so on.
Sequence is briefly given below.

• Introduce single digit subtraction. followed by introducing
0 iii bot torn line.

Eg;
5—3
2—0

•

;

6—4

=

4—4 =

8

7

9

5

—5

—4

—0

—5

Introduce double digit sums without borrowing and also
subtraction of zero in the bottom line.

Eg:
84

74

32

67

56

98

—32

—30

—12

—27

—04

—80

As in addition, begin subtraction at unit place in double
digit sums. use colour coding initially to differentiate hetveri
units and tens if necessary. While doing single or double
digit sums (in the sum or in the answer) insist that single
numbers are always written under units. Give ample exercises.

• As mentally retarded children have poor retention, it is
likely that they could have forgotten addition if not
checked, Hence remember to give sums of addition and
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subtraction in the same worksheet. This will also help in
identifying and using symbols correctly.

Eg:
25

02

45
—12

•

73

63

—21

—10

34
+52

20
24
+15

43
30

54

12

—20

Give opportunities to use addition arid subtraction in daily
routine such as adding and paying bills and quantities of

items bought/used.

Carry over in addition and borrowing in subtraction.
One of the pre-requisites for teaching of carry over and
borrowing is the understanding of units, tens and hundreds.
Therefore, while teaching single digit sums or double digit
ones without carry over or borrowing, introducing terms such

as units and tens and making sure that the student works
from right hand side is very important.
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Carry over
• Introduce 2 line 2 digit addition with carry over and show

that only unit number of sum total gets written under
units. Tens is carried over to the top of tens line and
written. Then allow him to add up the numbers in the
line of lOs and write in the given slot. Here also, colour
codes can be used and faded later.
• When he has mastered 2 line 2 digit addition, introduce
3 or 4 line 2 digit, one row involving zero, combination
of single and double digit and so on.

Eg:

+

39
44

33
36

97
+ 46

+

10

36
07
82

20

+ 24

+ 09

+ 04

69
71

82

18
05

• Give sums of daily activities so that he generalizes the
computation abilities. Eg. "Ramu had 12 marbles, his
father gave him 5 more and brother gave him 6 more.
How many marbles does he have." Find out the interest

of the student or the daily experiences that he comes
across and make up sums to suit him so that it is of utility
and interest to him.
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Borrowing

• As in addition, make sure that the
student starts at units. Show him that
unit takes a number from tens when it

cannot subtract the number below.
The tens gives away one ten to unit
and reduces by one ten in its total.

42
—

16

Teach like a story for better results.

• Make him write the reduced number

in tens and cross out the existing
number in ten immediately on giving
away to ones.

42
—

16

_____

• Similarly the borrowed number by
units he written beside the unit.

•

_____

Allow him to take away the number in

ones in the bottom line from the
reconstituted ones and write down.

—

_____
6

• Help him to regard the newly written
number in tens on top line and minus
from it, the tens in bottom line.

4'2
16

42
—

16

26

• After ample opportunities to perform and having achieved
mastery, introduce in the following order.
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65

74

Zero in the bottom line

—

30

—

Zero in the top line

—

60
37

—

50

Three digit subtraction

120

—

8

228

432

32

Different digit combination —

12

740

432
—

20

—
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• As in addition, give subtraction problems that the student
faces in day to day life.
Eg.

Babu had 55 mangoes. 16 were rotten, How many were
good.?
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• Later introduce combination of addition and subtraction.
Eg.

Mala had 25 sweets. She gave 3 to Shubha, 4 to Vani and
6 were stolen. How many sweets are left with her. ?

• If needed, enact in class first and then make the students
do on paper. Gradually relate to money, weight, length
and other mathematical concepts involving addition and
subtraction.
Eg.

Ram bought 5 meters of cloth. He used 3 meters of cloth
for stitching shirts. How many meters of unused cloth is
balance with him ?

Krishna's garden yielded 20 kilos of brinjal, 10 kilos of

tomatoes and 5 kilos of beans. How many kilos of
vegetables are yielded in Krishna's garden altogether ?
Lakshmi's father gave her Rs.10.00, her brother gave her
Rs.5.00 and her sister gave her Rs.4.O0. From that she
spent Rs.11.00. How many rupees balance will she have?

• After considering the student's background such as rural,
urban, occupation of perents/ guardian and environment

in which the family lives, construct mathematical
problems. This enables the student to relate himself to
the situation and respond to the sum. Such an effort is
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not only function oriented, but will also keep the student's

motivational level high, as it involves his living
environment.

Note

Teaching multiplication and division are not explained in
this hook though there is a mention of learning table 5 and
10 as they are functional and useful in time and money skills.
However, if a teacher is able to achieve basic addition and

subtraction skills in her student with its functional
applications, basic numeracy skills required for independent

living will he met by the student. If the teacher finds the
student capable of comprehending multiplication and division.

she may go ahead to teach, only after ensuring that he is
totally independent in addition and subtraction skills.
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Chapter - III

Mathematical
Applications
Several different areas involve application of the math skills
in daily living. Some of the areas included are money, time.
capacity, weight and mass, and length and distance. All these
areas involve some type of measurement. Though the money
and time are not generally thought of as measurement, they
too indicate measurement. Measurement is based on relative
comparisons. While defining time, we are comparing a period
between two events with a predetermined duration, usually

called minutes and seconds. Likewise money helps us
compare the worth of objects, for example something worth
Rs.30/- is more valuable than something worth Rs.1O/-.
Money

Instruction about money should follow a sequence
throughout student's education. Practical and real life
experiences should be provided for the application of skills.
Moreover, the instruction has to he planned in such a way
that each student's needs in terms of utility are met.
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Here are some tips....
• The money concept should be introduced simultaneously
alongwith the teaching of number skills as explained
earlier. By doing so, it facilitates application of learnt
skills when required.

• Teaching of number and computation skills follow a
sequence and the introduction of appropriate money skills

does help the student to learn step by step. Provide
opportunities and plan activities in such a way that the
students get to generalize the learnt skills.
• Discuss and give them the experience in the use of money
to develop the concept of value and the understanding

that it is used in exchange for goods, services,
entertainment and so on.

• Start with teaching rupee value as paise needs number
concept beyond 10. Moreover, in today's existing market
rate, the buying value of paise is minimum and thus with

paise, children will have only limited experience of
exchange of money for objects. Can you list things that
you can buy for less than a rupee? Not very many, isn't

it. ? Try listing things within Rs.1I0/- not involving
changes. Yes, now it is easy. This allows for teaching
actual exchange to students.

• Take your students to a nearby shop, canteen, post office
and such other places to buy certain items.
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• Have simulated shop in the classroom and let the student
exchange the roles of customer and shop owner as part
of the daily time table.

• Ask the students to prepare a budget for cooking some
items in class for picnics or for outings.

• Give them opportunity to make a list of items required
from the super market/ grocery/vegetable shop. Let the
students buy initially under supervision and gradually
on their own.

• Make the students read the price tags. (Use wrappers of
soap, cartons of tea, coffee, milk powder and other items).
You can also use them to teach the student to write bills
and to learn application of computation skills.

• Let the students match the existing currency notes and
coins (Rs.1.OO, Rs.2.OO, Rs.5.OO, Rs.1O.OO, Rs.50.OO) with

price tags. Give combination of notes. Sensitize him/
her to the 'Rs.' written in front of the number (Rs.3-OO)
which means the numbers following Rs. refers to money.

• Use actual bill for teaching calculations
• Introduce other coins (Rs.O.50, Rs.O.25, Rs.O.20, Rs.O.1O)
alongwith currency notes amounting to Rs.1.50, Rs.2.25,

Rs.4.20, Rs.6.25 etc. Let students read the tags and pay
the correct amount.
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• Calculator may be introduced to the students who are
unable to learn addition and subtraction effectively.
Experience shows that systematic teaching of using

calculator to students to compute money leads to
independence in managing money. As you are aware, task
analysis for use of calculator is quite different from manual

computing. Therefore carefully analyse the task before
starting to teach.

• Provide an opportunity to students to have direct
experience as well as in workbooks with real pictures of
money to teach money concept. The workbook should
include recognition of coins, relative value of coins and
deriving correct change from purchase of various items
and such other exercises.

• When a mentally retarded person happens to have a bank
account he should be informed regarding the chances of

misuse and the family should be involved in the
programme.

Currency based token economies
Token economy is a system whereby, the student receives

tokens for his performance as per the target. Usually, the
teacher and the student have a contract and it is decided as
to what token will be given for what level of performance
and consequences if he fails to achieve. The tokens can be
anything such as stars, metal tokens made out of bottle caps
or other such materials and plastic coins of different colours
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or shapes denoting different values (Eg: red stars = lops.,
green stars = 25 ps., silver stars = 50 ps., and golden stars =
Re.). As the student achieves the target set, she//he receives
the deserving token. If he fails, he can also lose a token if it
1

is decided in the contract. As each token means certain
amount of money, at a given time, she/he can exchange
desired tokens to equivalent money to use in the way she/he
wants.

Procedure for implementing currency based token
economies

In token economy system, the students receive tokens for

achievement of the target task that can he exchanged for
privileges or activities of choice. The following are some of
the basic rules for establishing a classroom token economy.
Decide the expected achievement for each student.
i)escrihe to the students the expected achievement clearly

so that they can understand.
Display the rules for receiving tokens and review them
frequently with students. (use figures or pictures if the
students cannot read).

Select an appropriate token. It should not he such that
it is easily forged or duplicated, or one that is expensive
to distribute to students.
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Formulate the rules under
which

tokens

he

may

exchanged.

Token systems can
be implemented for
both individuals and

Develop a reward menu and
display it in the classroom
where students can see easily.
Implement the token economy.

Start small and on a limited

basis and build on a firm
found a o ml.

* At first, provide immediate
feedback for achievement. Give
tokens as sooim as the student has

groups. 1-lowever,

the general rules
will be the same for
all the group meni-

bers in group contingency procedure

where as the rules
will be different in
individual contin
gency procedure as
the goals set are different for each student.

performed the task as specified.
Initially allow immediate token exchange and slowly move
token exchaiige to designated time during the day, twice
a week // once a week

Gradually change from a continuous to an intermittent
preserìtation of tokens.

Revise the reward menu often. Do not let children
become bored with the programme.
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Reward Menu

Tokens

Reward
Choice of Craft activity
Listen to music
Choice of game
Ice cream
Pencil

Re 1-00
Rs 0-50
Rs 0-75
Rs 2-00

Rs 0-50
Reward Chart
Name

Mon

Raghav

'*

ishita

Tue

Wed

Thu

Fri

Sat

Total

DODD'

*

Leela

i*D*

Chandar
Rarnakarith

0=

Rs. 1-00

*=

Rs. 0-75

= Rs.

0-50

Currency based token economy is an alternative method
to using work hooks or simulated situations in teaching money
skills to students with mental retardataion. Token economies

are usually developed to motivate students to do their work
or to control disruptive behaviour. A currency based economy
can he used effectively to teach counting, change-making

and the relative value of the money. It provides an
environment that promotes decision making regarding the
safe keeping of money, what can and cannot be purchased
with money on hand, how to save money and so on. At the
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vocational level, students can he paid for coming to class on
time, punching in and out, getting to work quickly without
delay, and doing accurate work. Finally, the very concept of
'earning money', relationship of vocation to income, variation
in jobs. competency in job skills and their relevance to earning
are to be taught. Experiences simulated at prevocational level.
if systematically done, will contribute to the achievement of
the concept ol earning money.

Time

T lie first instruction in time should he to develop an
u tiderstatiding ol the concept of time as a unit and as a

sequence of events .A pre-requisite to telling time is au
understanding of time itself. Calendar. year. month. week.
today. tomorrow. yesterday. next week and SO on are basic
concepts to understand time. Following this. the students
need to learn to relate activities to time -(for example bathing.

breakfast. or going to school are done in morning. dinner
and sleep are related to uiight). The schedule of events aids
in teaching time. Teachiig of tasks performed daily, once a
week (visit to place of worship market) once a month (pay
electricity hills). iii certain seasons occasions (activities of
raiu\' season activities related to festivals) can also make
classes interesting in addition to teaching time.
The sequence for teaching time

• Let the students understand the ordering and the

sequencing of the day by discussing wtui them wnat they
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do from the time they get out of bed in the morning until
the time they go to bed at night.

• Use role play. songs and flash cards to teach the sequence

of actions and the things needed to perform those
activities. For example, on waking up in the morning,
one brushes teeth.
• Build stories around the daily events to provide novelty.

Through these experiences, students will be able to relate
the activities to the time of the day.

• Have students change the day and date in a calendar.
Spend a few minutes everyday before beginning of the
morning activity on discussing what day is today, what
day was yesterday, and what day will he tomorrow. In the
similar way teach the date. Use a chart, flash cards and/

or calendar in the class and at home to teach day and
date.
JULY 1998

•

Yesterday was

To day is

Tomorrow will

Sunday

Monday

be Tuesday
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26

SUN

5

12

19

MON

6

13

20 27

TUE

7

14

21

WED 1

THU 2

8 15 22 29
9 16 23 30

FRI

3

10

17

24

SAT 4

11

18

25

28

31

• Teach students to read and write names of the weekdays/
months in a sequence using a calendar. Have students
mark national holidays/festivals, on the calendar. Discuss
the number of days and weeks in a month.

• Explain each season in terms of the climate, the clothes

we wear, the food we eat and the seasonal fruits,
vegetables, and flowers we get during the seasons. The

content should be appropriate at each class level.
Teaching of seasons may coincide with the respective

seasons so that students experience and understand
concretely, the concepts. For example teach about rainy
season when it starts raining.

• Use real clock and show the movement of arms and their
functions.

• Give opportunity to the students to manipulate the
winding keys by themselves and see the movement o,f
minute hand and hour hand.
• As a next step children need to develop an understanding
of passage of time.
See that the students concretely visualise the movement
of the arm in the clock to notice the passage of time.
Plan activities such as tapping foot for one/two rninutes/

standing on one foot/jumping, to understand short
intervals of time.
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' Teach students the concept of "how long" by having them
observe the time spent on classroom activities and TV
shows.

1)raw the attention of the students to the position of the
arms in the clock and their movement to show time at
the beginning and ending of a class. Relate it to school
hell.

Have students estimate the duration of one minute in a

variety of activities, such as closing their eyes and
listening to music. Allow them to experience that the
speed of the activity does not determine the speed of the
passage of time.

A student can he trained to understand and perform
activities for a given duration even if he has not learnt to
read a clock. For instance, let us take a student at primary

class level who has to complete a target activity in 20
minutes (colouring a picture), starting at 11.10 A.M. and

finishing at I 1.30 A.M. He may not he able to read a
clock. But the teacher can sensitize him to the long arm
on a clock and tell him "the long arm is at 2 now. I want
you to have finished colouring when the long, arm is at
6." Thus the studeiit relates the clock to the activity and

the speed of work. Incase the student cannot read
nunerals. von can give a model for reference to see the

time iii the clock for completing the task. This is a
prerequisite for understanding relationship of time and
duration and 'orh output at vocational level.
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• Teach students to read/tell time in hours and then the
half-an-hour, quarter hour and minutes. Follow the
sequence:

Keep long arm constant at 12, and short arm at varied
numbers to teach _O' clock. Thus the child sees and

learns 2 0' clock, 6 0' clock and so on. Lastly teach
both arms together at 12 for 12 0' clock.
When the child has mastery with 0' clock, have long arm
at 6 and teach —.30 mins, 3.30, 7.30, 12.30, 1.30 and so
on. finally teach 6.30 with both arms together at 6.
Check for — 0' clock and —.30 with minute hand in 12
or 6 and hour hand on any number ( 2.30; 4.00; 8.00;

4.30;) to make sure the student has not forgotten the
earlier learning.
Similarly teach —.15 and then —.45. with minute hand in

3 and 9 hour hand on any number (1-15, 7-15, 11-45,445). Do not forget to check for 0' clock and - '.30'.

• Use worksheets to teach time. 'To begin with, activities
apart from using real clock/model, have students match
and/or draw the arms seeing a model.
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Tick (V) the clocks that show same time in each row.

Connect the clocks that show same time with a line.
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• Once the students learn to set time, match/draw on the
worksheets seeing a model. Ask students to show/draw a
particular time on the worksheets or set time on the clock.
_______________

11 12

—

10

2

.9

3
7

6

1

2
•

3

4

a
7

5

8-15

5-30
____

12

10

4

8

I

11

1'

6

5

12—00

7—15
______

In each clock draw the time given below

• Later ask students to read/write the time.
What is the time ?

10
10 11

12 1

2

9
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I

1--—-—.,.

I

5

4

• While giving practice, include previously learned task for
maintenance of the task. For example, tell the student to set
4 O'clock on a model clock and ask him to wind the key to
move long arm to 6. Tell him/her that the time now is 4.30.
Following this you can ask him to draw/match or point out
to the clock showing the same time on the worksheet.
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• Once students learn to tell time in hours, half-an-hour
and quarter hour, teach students to tell time in 5 minutes.

Telling time in minutes will he easy to a student who
knows multiplication table 5. If not, attach a ring with
minutes on the clock to serve as a cue in the initial stages
of learning. Instruct the student to read the inner number
for short arms and outer number for long arm. Initially
use colour coding to relate the minutes to long arm. Use

one colour to outer dial and long arm and another to
short arm and inner dial numbers. Once they learn, this
can he faded off to one single colour (black) and without
outer dial indicating minutes. However, students can use
the clock with outer dial (minutes) to check their answers
by themselves to correct their performance. If the student
is found not capable of learning this with best of teaching.

Consider reading time in quarters as functionally
adequate.
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• The arm for seconds found in some of the watches confuse

students. Just tell them that the arm helps to know
whether the watch is functioning or stopped as that is
what most of us use it for !!
• Relate activities and teach them A.M. and P.M. as each
hour occurs twice in 24 hours.
Introduce a digital clock to children who recognise numerals
upto 60. Sensitize them to the dot between hour and minute
(2:30) and teach them to read. Such watches are relatively
cheaper and serve the function of reading time.

Capacity, Weight and Mass,
Length and Distance
e use measurements in the day-to-day activities. We find
'how much', 'how long', 'how far' used in the conversation

very frequently to make vital decisions. Comparative
statements like more/less, big/small, heavy/light, long/short
and far/near are found in any conversation irrespective of

the topic of discussion. To have these concepts
meaningfully used, the retarded student needs to be taught
in context with practical experience. As these measurements

are absolutely essential for daily living, alternative
methods of teaching and adaptation of measuring scales can
be considered for those who fail to learn to use the regular
ones.
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Capacity

Introduce to the students the fact that liquids such as water,
milk, petrol and oil are measured in the unit of litres (lit)

and milliliters (ml) to refer to the capacity. Sometimes, liquids
are measured in Kg. also, such as in refined cooking oil.

• Allow them to watch and experience that all liquids do
not have the same consistency.

• Let them also experiment and learn that liquids take the
shape of the container and thus the same quantity will
not maintain the same surface level in all the containers.
Explain that this necessitates standard unit to have the
quantities measured and litres are used for this purpose.

• Introduce the measure of litre, half litre and so on. The

use of quarter,' half and one litre containers will help in
understanding of capacity.

• In home and in school, have students initially measure
water, with the measuring cups. Write in bold letters
the measurement (1/4 lit, 1/2 lit, 1 lit, etc.) on the
measuring cups which may be faded as the students learn
to recognise the correct measuring cups. Let them also
use measuring spoons as it is a prerequisite for cooking
skills. Sensitize them to "ths" for table spoon and other
relevant abbreviations,
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• Give practical experiences of use of measuring cups for
making soft drinks, measuring milk, and other liquids.
Incorporate in classroom activities and do not forget to
give instruction for extending activities at home.

• Take them to shops and show how the liquids are
measured and poured.

• Introduce them to sachets such as oil, milk, softdrinks,
juice etc., Have them read the unit written on the sachets.
Explain they are measured in advance and pre-packed for
ease of use.

• Explain to the students that some liquid food items, such
as soft drinks, oil, milk, phenyle, come in sealed tins/
bottles/packets. Show them how they are sealed when
you buy/before opening to use the product.

• While filling petrol/diesel in the vehicle, show to the
student how the litres are shown on the gauge. Explain
that the process of measuring is mechanised and litre
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cans are not used. However, sensitise him/her to the
importance of checking for zero ('00') on the gauge before

filling and look for the number of the required quantity
on the gauge before paying.
Weight and Mass

Starting with the recapitulation of the concept litre,
introduce to students the concept that weight gives an idea
of how heavy an object or a person is. Therefore, the mass of

any object or person is measured with the unit called
kilograms (kg), which denotes the weight.
Have students hold and compare the weight of different

objects to know which one is heavy and which one is

light. Start with gross differences and go to finer
differences.

Make students grade the weights of objects and place
them. Use bean bags/sand bags or any other objects in
containers to hold and see the differences in weights and
to place them in order.
Introduce weights while teaching

numerals as a generalising
activity.

Plan activities where in students

measure flour, dal, sugar and
other commodities to have first

hand experience of learning
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weights. The activities may
become a part of cooking skills to
students in school and at home.

* Allow the students to learn from
experience; the various tools used
to measure the weight - weighing

scale for people, balance in
provision/grocery shop, huge
balance at wholesale shops, small
balance at Jewellery shops, weigh
bridge for goods in trucks, and big

weighing machines in railway
stations and so on.

* Highlight that all the above give
the weight of a mass, may it be
material or person and the weight
has the unit of kilogram (kg) and
grams (gms).

Sensitize the students to the

printed weight with the

abbreviation kgs/gms on the
cover/cartons while buying
commodities such as tooth paste,
soap, dal, rice, biscuits and other
items.
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I

Make suitable adaptations

with light or sound in All through the daily
weighing machines to
indicate more/less/equal
measurement of weight for
students who have difficulty
in measuring correct amount

using regular weighing
machine.

t

In regular balance, some kind

of visual (colour light) or
auditory (sound) cues for
adding/removing of grains

will further enhance the

activities from waking up
to going to bed, there are
numerous ways in which
mass is weighed and used.

Eg. spoonfuls of sugar,
salt and other items for
cooking, kilos of
vegetables, and grocery
items, old news papers
sold by weighing in kilos.

Sensitize a retarded

student on every available

to
opportunity
experience, understand

and apply concept of
weight and mass.

learning of students.

When the student is trained for weighing and packing in
given weights as a wage earning job skill, make sure that
he learns to weigh perfectly, as consumer items cannot
have imperfect quantities weighed and packed.
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* If the student cannot weigh perfectly using weighing
machines, adapt the process to volume measurement.
Provide jars that perfectly measure a commodity to
ascertain weight. Write the weight and commodity on
the container. Also draw the item which will be useful
for students who do not read. Allow the student to learn
to fill upto the brim flatly and pour into its bag for sealing.

ar
* Use of electronic weighing machine is found suitable for
students with mental retardation.

*

While travelling, show how luggage is weighed. Relate

to the concept of more weight leads to payment of more
money.

Length and Distance

Length of objects and height of persons is measured in
metres (mts) and centimetres (cms). Distances between places
are measured in kilometres (kms). Opportunities to use this
concept are numerous in daily living.
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Let the students measure the length of the black board
and the window with a rope. Make them see the difference
in length to note which is longer. Experiences of similar

nature may be provided to see the relative difference in
length between and among the objects.

Make students to mark the heights of their class mates.
Discuss who is the tallest/the shortest in the class and
who is taller/shorter than whom in the class.
Allow the students to use a tape/scale and measure any
given object - table, books, chair, ground, box, door,
window Introduce the terms length and breadth. Give
ample experiences. Sensitize to cm and mm written on
the scale.
Similarly allow them to measure each other's height as a
classroom activity. Introduce the term 'tall/height' and
explain that anything/person / when erect or vertical is
referred to as height/tall. Any horizontal measurement
is referred to as length.
As a next step allow measuring three dimensional objects
and the concept of length, breadth and height/depth. Let
them experience the difference between height and depth

with ample examples. (Eg. height of a man, a tree, a
building; depth of a well, a tank, a pit, a utensil and so
on).
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Job oriented skills which are relevant here may be work
skills in tailoring shops, cloth shop (wholesale and retait),

cartons or box making and packing units, gardening,
building construction sites and so on.
* As done in mass, adapt the measuring instrument to suit
the student's need. For instance, in gardening, if every
metre has to have a sapling planted, allow the student to
mark the metres. Having ropes with a knot at every metre
and making the student mark the area to be planted based
on the knots is one way of adapting measurement to suit
the needs.

-•- —
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Distance

Distance in terms of time taken to travel from home to
school by various means is a very functional curricular
content. Have conversation on how long it takes to go to a
shop by walk, by scooter, and by bus. Let students compare
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the time taken to reach the shop by different modes. The
relative expense involved in using diferent modes of transport
should he explained so that the students understand monitory
implications.

Introduce the concepts far and near before using the terms
meters and kilometers.

'i

Ask

questions such as who is sitting far away from the

teacher and who is sittting nearer to teacher, who is sitting

near the door and who is sitting far from the door

you can also use picture charts for teaching far and near
concepts.

Conduct sports like javelin throw, shot put or throwirìg
the ball. Let students measure the distance interms of
meters and write against each students name. Discuss who
has thrown fartherst, nearest and so on. You can also place
the rope on the ground after each student throws. Let the

students see who covered longer or shorter distance.

During practical exercises make sure that the students
read the unit sign (kms., cms, etc.) and write if they are
capable of writing.

While travelling on the roads, draw the students' attention
to the sign hoards and milestones that show the place
and distance in kilometres. Use maps to show distances.

Show in the vehicles, the kilometer reading and explain
what it means.
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Explain what is a 'walkahie' distance and how it differs

from person to person based on age, and health

conditions. Take this opportunity to say that walking is a
good exercise for general health and take the parents'
help in inculcating this habit.

Travel skills for longer distances and the travel related
social behaviour for bus, train, auto, private vehicle and
other modes need ample exposure and experiences to
students with mental retardation.

Measurements and Computations

All the measurements discussed till now need to he
incorporated in the mathematical computations. Numerous
"story sums" in relation to functional situations should he
provided to the students and taught to perform so that they
understand the relationships. A few exercises can he:

Mother bought 3 litres of milk. Sister used one litre for
making coffee. How much milk is left over?

Daddy bought 2 kilos of mangoes, 2 kilos of grapes, 1

kilo of apples. Altogether how many kilos of fruits did he
buy :

t If one kilo rice costs Rs. 10.00 what is the cost of 5 kilos
of rice ?

Ramu's height is 135 cms., Sundar's height is 150 cms.,
Who is taller ?
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From Anjalis house, market is 5 kms. away and Post office
is 7 kms. away. Which place is nearer ?

Mahesh bought 500 gms. of sugar. His mother bought
250 gms. of sugar. Altogether how much sugar did they
buy?
• Ask children to measure and cut a certain length of paper.
Allow them to construct a design out of it.
• Have them individually throw the ball and then make them
measure the distance (as in shot put). Reward the student
who has thrown father most.

Remember that the

• Give them each different litre sums are related to
measures (1/4, 1/2, 1 and 2 daily activities that
litres), to fill in liquids so that helps in generalthey can see the differences in the

isation of learned con-

quantities of the liquid.

• Ask one student to count how

cepts. Develop sums
to suit each student's
socio economic back-

many times he poured with 1/2 a ground and environ-

litre measure to fill a 2 litres ment so that he is re-

meaure and ask another student ally able to visualise it

to count how many times he and find the funcpoured withl/4 litre meaure to tional utility.

fill in a 2 litre measure. Then ask
them who poured more number of times and who poured

less number of times. Explain why. Give different
coloured water to sustain their interest.
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• Similarly have each student use a particular weight

(1/4/ 1/2 / 3/4 / 1 kg and 2 kg. weighing stones) and

measure. Let them see the difference in mass weighed
with 1/4 and 1/2, or 1/2 and 1kg and soon.

Above all generate ideas with your own creativity and
experience, based on the students' abilities and needs, There
is no match to teacher competency combined with common
sense to achieve the objective, when we deal with students
who have mental retardation.
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APPENDICES
The following pages contain list of functional

words in Hini, Telugu arid English. Functional

are freuentIy used and re,uired for
persons with mental retardation to function

words

iepenclently at home, school, neighl'orhooc1 and
community. Th.e functional words in alphal2etical
order are listed, followed b'y nouns in categories,

pronouns, verl7s and prepositions. It is not
necessary that one has to follow the sequence
or order while selecting the words for teaching.
However, the words may E'e selected in such a
way that it follows a secuence i.e.., from the
most frequently used words to the least
fre&uently used words in conversation. For
example, functional words related to b'ocly

parts,

food items, vegetaHes, fruits and so on which
are familiar and very much in use in the student's

environment are to E'e

selected

for teaching in

the Eeginning. Words in use in the student's
environment, l2ut not listed here can E7e aclclecL

Teachers are welcome to make their own

list

in

their regional languages as well as alternate
terms in use for certain words.
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Appendix -

III

WORDS LIST - (ENGLISH)

Functional words in alphabetical order

ant
boy
fan
goat
kite
lamp
parrot queue
umbrella van

cot
hen

egg
dog
icecream jam
monkey nose
orange
train
sun
rose
Xroads you zoo
water

NOUNS
Body parts
eye

forehead
cheek
knee
eyebrow

toe

ear
teeth

nose
lip
neck
elbow
stomach
nail

leg
finger
foot

mouth
tongue
hand
shoulder
ankle

hair

waist arm

Vegetables
onion

beans
bottlegourd

potato
chillies
ginger
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brinjal
lady's finger
garlic

cabbage
radish
coriander
bitter gourd
french beans
drumstick

cauliflower

carrot

beetroot
curryleaves
tomato

cucumber
snake gourd
turnip
arbi

lime
coconut

Fruits
banana

mango
fig

orange

guava

jack fruit apple

custard apple sweetlime
watermelon

grapes

cherries

papaya

pineapple

Flowers
rose

jasmine

marigold
hibiscus

sunflower shoe flower

lily

lotus

Food items
rice
vada

rasam
milk

buttermilk

chapati
dosa
dal

idli

juice
ghee

curds
lemon-rice
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curry

parota

tamarind rice
kheer
laddu

roti
rajma
rasgulla

cake
jilebi
kova
chole

chutney
mango jelly
mysore pak
pulav

muter panner sugar

bhelpuri

haiwa
coffee
biscuit

palak paneer

subji

tea

upma

samosa
chocolate
lassi

Animals
cow

donkey
deer
tiger

dog
buffalo
elephant
bear

scorpion leopard

cat
rat
lion
jackal

pig
goat
tortoise
fox

horse
ox
rabbit
snake

squirrel giraffe frog fish

Birds
hen

crow

sparrow

parrot

pigeon
duck

cock

swan
nightingale
woodpecker

crane
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myna

Insects
lizard fly
leech
cockroach bee
whiteant
bedbug
butterfly

mosquito
crab
scorpion

ant
snail

Vehicles
jeep

car

cycle

rickshaw

aeroplane
auto

ship

train
bullock-cart truck
scooter

tractor
motorcycle
helicopter

moped

bus
boat
steamer
tonga

lorry van

Clothes
pant

long skirt
chudidaar
chappels
frock

coat

nicker
shirt
blouse
half saree
shaiwar
t-shirt
handkerchief shawl
kurta
muffler
tie
cap

baniyan

skirt
dhoti
socks
shoe
jacket

Common objects
chair

almirah
needle

table
cupboard
scissors
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light
window

fan

bottle

scale

door

bag

kajal
curtain
bed

candle
lock
telephone
blanket

sindhur
ring

bindi
powder

anklets
comb

toys
pillow
mat

taperecorder clock

key

stool
carpet

bulb
mug

radio

bucket
broom
TV.
bedsheet

Kitchen items
glass

cup
mixie

vessel
drum

lighter
filter
jar

spoon
plate
gas-stove
frying pan
chakla
grinder
masala box
sauce pan
strainer
matchbox
chimta
refrigerator
washbasin
tap
cleaning powder

dish
saucer
belan
knife
gas
tins
pickle

Stationery items
eraser

paper

pen

pencil

chalkpiece
pencil box
calendar

book

note book bag

drawing note scale

sharpner

colour pencils crayons

gum
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Family Members
mother

father

uncle

sister
grandfather

grandmother
girl
grandson
sister-in-law
cousin

aunty
brother
boy
son
brother-in-law
nephew
father-in-law

daughter
granddaughter
niece
mother-in-law

Community helpers
nurse
teacher
watchman
goldsmith
carpenter
weaver
farmer
photographer gardener
shopkeeper driver
doctor

post-man
dhobi
cobbler

painter
soldier

police

barber
mason
lawyer
tailor

Colours
red

pink

black
blue

white
orange

yellow
violet

green
brown

PRONOUNS
I

her
ours
your

my

hers
our
yours

mine we
he
they

she

their
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me
his

she
him

theirs you

VERBS
drink
run
wash

hear
stitch
dry
go

throw
swim
sleep

eat

walk

jump

climb

clean
play
cut
cry
lay
dust
pull
read

see
write
rinse
stand
wipe
push

sing

PREPOSITION
in
down
between
left

on
near
infront of

under
beside
before

up

behind
after

right

TIME
yesterday
tomorrow
today
morning
hours
evening
night
daily
weekly
monthly
quarterly
half yearly annually
day before yesterday
day after tommorow
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